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debris. I advised Zakowski that the first test would be checking his eyes for horizontal gaze nystagmus. I then
removed a standardized field sobriety instructions card from my person and began reading him the instructions for
the HGN test.
I asked Zakowski if he had and eye abnormalities or issues to which he stated he did not. I then asked if he was
wearing contacts to which he stated no. Zakowski was instructed to put his feet together and place his hands at
his side. I then advised his I wanted him to follow a pen held in front of my extended pointer finger with his eyes
and his eyes only and to keep his eyes on the stimulus until I stay to stop. I then asked if he understood to which
he stated he did.
First I checked Zakowski for equal pupil size which I observed. I then checked for any resting nystagmus which
none was present. Finally, I checked for equal tracking as he followed my stimulus to the left and to the right two
times which I observed equal tracking in both eyes.
I advised Zakowski to take a quick break and blink his eyes a few times to let them rest.
I then continued the HGN test and observed the following clues after checking two times:
-Lack of smooth pursuit in both eyes.
-Distinct and sustained nystagmus at maximum deviation in both eyes.
-Onset of nystagmus prior to 45 degrees in both eyes.
-No vertical nystagmus was observed.
While performing this test I noticed the strong odor of an alcoholic beverage emanating from his person and
breath.
I asked Zakowski if he only had one drink while with his friend to which this time he stated he had three mixed
drinks and they were made stronger than usual. Zakowski then stated that sometimes when he drinks, the
medication he takes (Gabapentin) makes him "loopy". I asked Zakowski if he had taken the Gabapentin today to
which he stated yes.
I then asked Zakowski if he would be willing to perform the Walk and Turn test to which Zakowski agreed to but
advised he has a "bad knee" which is the reason for his Gabapentin.
I again read Zakowski the instructions for the test from my standardized field sobriety test instruction card for the
Walk and Turn. When I asked Zakowski of any physical problems of disabilities that would make him incapable of
performing this test, he reiterated that he had a bad knee. I then explained the test and demonstrated the Walk
and Turn test to him by taking four heel to toe steps in the proper manner. While I was demonstrating the test,
Zakowski started to take heel to toe steps after already being instructed not to until told to start. This was noted at
a clue on the test. I then held my flashlight on the fog line of the road and instructed Zakowski to use that line as a
guide.
Zakowski began the test at this time during which I observed the following clues:
-Stopped taking steps to regain balance.
-Did not touch heal to toe (more than 1/2 inch).
-Foot came entirely off the fog line.
-Used arms to balance.
-Improperly turned by not pivoting corrected on left foot and took several small steps to turn 180 degrees.
Upon attempting to take heel to toe steps after the turn, Zakowski began to appear that he would fall over to which
I stopped the test for his safety.
At this point, I believed Zakowski was driving under the influence of the combination of alcohol and the his
prescribed Gabapentin.
Zakowski was then placed under arrest and handcuffed which were checked for a proper fit and double locked.
Zakowski was then secured in the back seat of my squad car.
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Zakowski then asked if I could let him "get a ride home" instead of being arrested to which I said no. I then asked
Zakowski if he had a family member who he would like to pick up his vehicle to keep from having it towed.
Zakowski requested his mother or father who lived in Findlay. I made contact with his mother, Sherry Zakowski
who agreed to come get the vehicle. While in my squad car, I noticed Zakowski's speech was still mumbled and
slurred. I also could smell the odor of an alcoholic beverage again.
Zakowski advised that he had his prescription Gabapentin in the vehicle to which I stated I would collect and hold
on to for safe keeping while Sherry was in possession of his vehicle. The pills were found in the center console
and were identified as Gabapentin via an online pill identifier. Zakowski requested I return the prescription to him
upon release due to being unable to refill the prescription at that time to which I agreed to do.
Once Sherry was on scene, I advised he of the situation and the vehicle was released to her.
Zakowski was then transported to Shelby County Jail without incident.
Upon arrival at the jail, I read Zakowski his Miranda rights and then the Illinois Warning to Motorist. Once the
Warning to Motorist was complete, Zakowski stated that he would submit to a breathalyzer test. I then began the
twenty minute observation period to which I ensured Zakowski did not have anything in his mouth and did not burp,
belch, or vomit during this time.
After the twenty minute observation time was complete, Zakowski submitted to the breathalyzer test to which the
breathalyzer indicated Zakowski to have a .141 blood alcohol content (See breathalyser printout in case file).
At this time I began questioning Zakowski for the Alcohol Influence Report. Zakowski correctly noted the time,
date, and location on the interview. I then asked what he was doing prior to being stopped to which he stated he
was having drinks with a friend which he again incorrectly stated took place in Forsyth, IL then changed to South
Shores, Decatur, IL. He stated the last thing he ate was a taco salad at approximately 8:00 p.m. the previous night
(06/03/2020). Zakowski then was asked if he had been drinking to which he stated he had three "Captain &
Cokes" at approximately 7:00 p.m. and stopped at approximately 9:00 p.m. I then asked if he believed he was
under the influence of alcohol to which he stated yes. Additionally, I asked Zakowski if he had taken any legal or
illegal drugs in the last 72 hours to which Zakowski stated he takes Gabapentin in 300 milligram doses fives times
a day for knee pain due to Arthritis in his right knee. He stated that the last dose he took was at approximately 6:00
p.m. During this questioning, Zakowski was still mostly polite in his demeanor however began getting antagonistic
from time to time stating that I was ruining his life, causing him to likely lose his job, and stated I could have let him
"get a ride". Also, Zakowski antagonistically asked me if I have drank and drove before. Upon not answering this
questions, Zakowski asserted that everyone drinks and drives.
Zakowski was then issued a citation (006172) for 11-501(a)(5) for driving under the combined influence of alcohol,
other drug(s), or intoxicating compounds. Due to the intake restrictions of Shelby County Jail during this time,
Zakowski was issued a Notice to Appear for court set for July 17th, 2020 at 9:00 a.m. at the Shelby County
Courthouse.
Zakowski was notified that his mother had arrived at the jail and would be giving him a ride home.
Zakowski was then given his documents and personal effects before being released to his mother.
Case forwarded to Shelby County State's Attorney.
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On June 5th, 2020, I, Officer Jones, made contact with Gregory Trostle and made arrangements to get him a
witness statement form for him to complete and return. I advised Trostle that Officer Justin Johnson had dropped
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the form off at his home with his step-father and request that he return it as soon as possible to which Trostle
agreed to do so.
On Sunday, June 7th, 2020, the witness statement had been returned and was placed in the case file.
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